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Main Screen

Purpose: Get a look at your workload for any given day. You can navigate to other days 
by clicking on the dates at the top of the screen or by swiping left or right in the middle 
of the screen

All metrics shown on the screen represent PULSE data for the day that is underlined at 
the top of the screen

💡 TIP: Almost all metrics that are shown on this screen can be clicked to read 
an explanation of the metric and to see any other background for that metric

Header
Purpose: to show the connection status 
of your sensor and display the date you 
are currently viewing

Sensor Icon

See the connection status of your 
sensor and your mobile device. 

4 bars - Full Battery (6-8 hours of 
use)

3 bars - Sufficient Battery (4-5 hours 
of use)

2 bars - Low Battery (2-3 hours of 
use)

Coach Connect
Training Schedule
Account Settings

Appendix
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1 bar - Critical Battery (<1 hour of 
use)

0 bars - Critical batter (No batter, 
charge before throwing)

Red outline with gray 'X' - 
disconnected

Date

The date of data that you are viewing

The date with yellow text and an 
underline is the date of the data 
being viewed on the screen

Daily Workload Metrics
Purpose: to compare how much you have 
thrown today to what your projected 
workload's suggest

1 Day Workload

Tells you how much you’ve thrown on 
a given day. It accounts for both how 
many throws you make and the 
intensity of each of those throws 
based on each throw's torque 
measure

A very high one day workload for an 
adult, trained pitcher can be up to 
about 60 workload units or so and 
usually only happens during starts

Recovery one-day workloads are 
typically around 5 workload units and 
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a typical off-season training day can 
range from about 10 to 30

Max Recommended 1 Day 
Workload

A recommendation for the amount of 
throwing you are capable of 
performing on a given day. 

You can click on this metric to see an 
explanation for the metric and what 
your current ACR and Chronic 
Workload is

This recommendation is based upon 
your previous recorded throws, 
throwing fitness, training schedule, 
and fatigue levels. These 
prescriptions can be altered based 
upon your specific throwing: pre-
season v. in-season, days of throwing 
per week, game days, etc.

For this to be a usable metric, you 
must set your training schedule in the 
iOS app under 'Training Schedule' in 
your athlete profile settings

Arm Health Survey
Purpose: to report how your arm is 
feeling on that day

Arm Health Survey

A self-reported rating of how your 
arm is feeling on a daily basis. 
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Recorded on a 1 to 10 scale, with 10 
meaning your arm is feeling amazing. 
This allows you to take the objective 
data from PULSE and pair it to what 
you’re experiencing on a daily basis.

Throw Counts and 
Intensity
Purpose: to see what you throwing 
volume and intensity was for that day

Total Throws

A count of all throws made on a 
single day. All throws are counted 
here, no matter the intensity or tag

High Effort Throws

The number of throws you’ve made 
on a given day that are above 70% of 
your five most stressful throws from 
the previous two weeks

For example, if your five most 
stressful throws are 60 Nm, all throws 
above 42 Nm would be considered 
“high effort”.

Today’s Average Torque

The average elbow valgus torque for 
all your throws in a given day. This 
provides you information into the 
intensity of the throws you made.

Add Workload
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Purpose: to add workload for a given day 
if you were unable to collect data with the 
sensor for any reason

Manual Input

Manually add workload by throw 
count and tag. The default torque will 
be the average historical torque for 
that type of throw (if you add a tag), 
but you can adjust the torque for the 
manually added throws in the 
'Simulated torque per throw' box

Duplicate Day 

Add workload by copying data from a 
previous day. This should be used if 
you weren't able to use your sensor 
at all for a day of throwing, but there 
is a similar day of throwing from the 
past that you could copy that would 
be a "close enough" depiction of your 
throwing on that day

Throw Count History
Purpose: to see throw volume for the 
week prior to the selected day

Total Throws

A count of all throws made on a 
single day. All throws are counted 
here, no matter the intensity or tag

High Effort Throws

The number of throws you’ve made 
on a given day that are above 70% of 
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your five most stressful throws from 
the previous two weeks

For example, if your five most 
stressful throws are 60 Nm, all throws 
above 42 Nm would be considered 
“high effort”.

Throw by Throw Data
Purpose: to see the discrete metrics (Arm 
Speed, Torque, Arm Slot) for all throws 
on a given day

Arm Speed

Units: Rotations per minute (RPM)

Max rotational speed of the forearm 
throughout the throw. 

This does not include any 
translational speed of the arm, so 
movements like moving down the 
mound, torso rotation, etc. that result 
in a more translational movement of 
the forearm as opposed to a rotation 
of the forearm will not be included in 
the arm speed metrics.

Torque

Units: Newton-meters (Nm)

Total estimated torque on the medial 
aspect of the elbow

Torque is a force that causes rotation. 
The same way the axle of a car 
applies a torque to the wheel to turn 
it, think of the humerus (the upper 
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arm) applying torque to the forearm 
to rotate it toward the plate and 
deliver a throw. This stress is placed 
on the medial side (the inside) of the 
elbow, which includes the UCL, and 
is called the elbow varus moment, 
shown in the below graphic.

Arm Slot

Units: Degrees

The angle between the forearm and 
the ground at ball release

When the forearm angle is even with 
the ground, that is a zero degree 
(side-arm) arm slot. If the forearm 
extends above the ground, so the 
wrist is higher in space than the 
elbow (over-the-top or three-
quarters), that is a positive arm slot. 
A negative arm slot refers to when 
the wrist is lower in space than the 
elbow at ball release (submarine). A 
three-quarters arm slot would be 45 
degrees.

Day Plan Screen 

Purpose: View, skip, or complete your workouts that are programmed in TRAQ

You must link your TRAQ account to PULSE to interact with your TRAQ workouts on 
this screen. 
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💡 To link your TRAQ profile: If you have an existing TRAQ account, select 
'Link to an Existing TRAQ Account' to link your accounts. Otherwise, you can 
make a free TRAQ account by clicking on the 'Get TRAQ Account' button.

Complete All

Mark all your workouts and exercises 
as complete

This functionality works the same as 
if you were to select 'Complete All' for 
a workout by accessing your TRAQ 
profile on traq.drivelinebaseball.com

'+' - Expand

Click the + button on any of your 
workouts for the day to see the 
exercises within

Skip

Note that you skipped an exercise or 
a workout in TRAQ by clicking the 
skip button

This functionality works the same as 
if you were to select 'Skipped' for an 
exercise by accessing your TRAQ 
profile on traq.drivelinebaseball.com

Complete

Note that you completed an exercise 
or a workout in TRAQ by clicking the 
skip button

This functionality works the same as 
if you were to select 'Complete' for an 
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exercise by accessing your TRAQ 
profile on traq.drivelinebaseball.com

Advanced Screen

Purpose: Access the advanced features of the PULSE Throw athlete experience: live 
mode, bullpen mode, longtoss mode, and video mode

The most popular function in the advanced features is Live mode—you can see your 
arm speed, elbow torque, arm slot, and enter ball velocity after each throw

💡 TIP: Using live mode will allow you to monitor intensity during low intensity 
days to help ensure you are not throwing with too much effort on a day that 
should be more of a recovery or volume day

Live Mode

View your PULSE metrics live

You can also adjust the settings in 
live mode allowing you to input the 
ball velocity of each throw if you are 
throwing with a radar gun. This data 
will then get stored in the database 
and be available to view in the 
PULSE web and mobile apps

Bullpen Mode

Create, track, and score your 
bullpens. Record the intended 
location and pitch type for each pitch 
as well as the actual location of each 
pitch
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The results and scores from all 
bullpens is stored and can be 
referenced after the fact. 

You can even designate a recorded 
bullpen as part of your gameday 
routine to better support gameday 
workload estimations when if you 
don't wear your sensor on gamedays

Longtoss Mode

Create and track your longtoss 
sessions. Record the intended 
distance for each throw and measure 
your workload and other PULSE 
metrics for the session

The summary data from all longtoss 
sessions is stored and can be 
referenced after the fact. 

You can even designate a recorded 
longtoss session as part of your 
gameday routine to better support 
gameday workload estimations when 
if you don't wear your sensor on 
gamedays

Video Mode

Record, annotate, and playback 
videos of throws with overlaid PULSE 
metrics. 

This feature uses the phone's camera 
to take videos and can be used to 
make drawings or other annotations 
on the video file
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Live Mode
Purpose: See your PULSE metrics live and enter velocity into the PULSE app for your 
throws

Header
'X'

Exit out of Live Mode and return back 
to the advanced tab main screen

Sensor Icon

See the connection status of your 
sensor and your mobile device. 

4 bars - Full Battery (6-8 hours of 
use)

3 bars - Sufficient Battery (4-5 hours 
of use)

2 bars - Low Battery (2-3 hours of 
use)

1 bar - Critical Battery (<1 hour of 
use)

0 bars - Critical batter (No batter, 
charge before throwing)

Red outline with gray 'X' - 
disconnected

Tag and View
Tag

Select a tag for the upcoming throw

After the first throw of the session, 
there will be two tag buttons. The top 
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tag button is the tag for the upcoming 
throw, and the bottom tag is the tag 
for the current throw

You can swipe left and right to adjust 
the tag for previous throws if you 
missed one

Metric View Adjustment

By clicking the metric view 
adjustment view button (5 lines with 
an arrow), you can set what metrics 
and in what order you want displayed 
in Live Mode for each throw

Once you press the button, the metric 
view adjustment is enabled, and you 
can order the metrics that you want 
displayed by click on them in the 
desired order

After the order is set, click next, 
adjust the size of the metrics with the 
+ and - button on the left if you prefer, 
then click 'Done' to set it into place

Tip: the number in the circle on the 
right of the screen after you tap a 
metric is the order that the metric will 
be displayed. If there is no number in 
the circle, it will not be displayed 
when you select 'Next'

Ball Velocity
Units: MPH

Notes
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This metric must be manually added 
in live mode. By default, it is not 
displayed, but after you enable it 
using the Metric View Adjustment, 
the app will prompt you to enter the 
velocity after each throw 

Elbow Torque
Units: Newton-meters (Nm)

Notes

Elbow torque is the estimated valgus 
torque on your elbow. 

This is the primary measure of elbow 
load and is used to calculate your 1-
day workload, acute workload, 
chronic workload, and acute to 
chronic workload ratio

This metric is heavily dependent on 
height and weight, so make sure your 
height and weight are accurate in 
your profile. 

Arm Slot
Units: Degrees (Deg)

Notes

The angle between the forearm and 
the ground at ball release

When the forearm angle is even with 
the ground, that is a zero degree 
(side-arm) arm slot. If the forearm 
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extends above the ground, so the 
wrist is higher in space than the 
elbow (over-the-top or three-
quarters), that is a positive arm slot. 
A negative arm slot refers to when 
the wrist is lower in space than the 
elbow at ball release (submarine). A 
three-quarters arm slot would be 45 
degrees.

Arm Speed
Units: Revolutions per minute (RPM)

Notes

Max rotational speed of the forearm 
throughout the throw. 

This does not include any 
translational speed of the arm, so 
movements like moving down the 
mound, torso rotation, etc. that result 
in a more translational movement of 
the forearm as opposed to a rotation 
of the forearm will not be included in 
the arm speed metrics.

Bullpen Mode
Purpose: Record and grade bullpens. You can also designate one of your bullpens in 
the past as your gameday routine to better simulate gameday workloads using WASP

Gameday Routine
Date

Date of the bullpen
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Average Torque

Average torque for all throws in the 
bullpen

Workload

Cumulative workload for the bullpen. 

Cumulative workload is the sum of all 
the single throw workload values 
included in the bullpen. 

Single throw workload is the torque 
divided by height and weight, all 
raised to the 1.3 power

Type

The type of bullpen

This can be either a custom type if 
the bullpen was created with a 
custom pitch collection, or it can be 
one of the standard bullpens listed in 
the app. 

Standard bullpen types include:

FULL

SHORT

Game Time

FB Only

FB

FB/CB/CH

Setting the gameday routine

If there is not a gameday routine set, 
and you have completed bullpens 
under the 'History' section, tap on the 
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gameday routine section where it 
says 'Tap here to select your 
gameday bullpen' and select the 
bullpen from the history section that 
you want to designate as your pre-
game bullpen

Removing the gameday routine

To remove the gameday routine that 
is currently set, swipe left on the 
gameday routine bullpen and select 
'Remove'

History
Date

Date of the bullpen

Score

The score is the composite score of 
the bullpen. 

The composite score is calculated by 
taking the average of your arm speed 
consistency, arm slot consistency, 
and the percent of spots that you 
successfully hit

Your composite score is rewarded if 
you keep a consistent arm speed, 
arm slot, and hit your target each 
pitch

Type

The type of bullpen

This can be either a custom type if 
the bullpen was created with a 
custom pitch collection, or it can be 
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one of the standard bullpens listed in 
the app. 

Standard bullpen types include:

FULL

SHORT

Game Time

FB Only

FB

FB/CB/CH

Longtoss Mode
Purpose: Record and grade bullpens. You can also designate one of your bullpens in 
the past as your gameday routine to better simulate gameday workloads using WASP

Gameday Routine
Date

Date of the longtoss sessions

Average Torque

The average torque for all longtoss 
throws in the session

Workload

Cumulative workload for the longtoss 
session. 

Cumulative workload is the sum of all 
the single throw workload values 
included in the longtoss session. 

Single throw workload is the torque 
divided by height and weight, all 
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raised to the 1.3 power

Max Distance

The max distance of the throws used 
to construct the longtoss session. 

This is not the measured distance of 
your throws, but rather the longest 
distance that was programmed in the 
app going into the longtoss session

Setting the gameday routine

If there is not a gameday routine set, 
and you have completed longtoss 
sessions under the 'History' section, 
tap on the gameday routine section 
where it says 'Tap here to select your 
gameday longtoss' and select the 
longtoss session from the history 
section that you want to designate as 
your pre-game longtoss routine

Removing the gameday routine

To remove the gameday routine that 
is currently set, swipe left on the 
gameday routine longtoss session 
and select 'Remove'

History
Date

Date of the longtoss session

Safe Distance

The distance at which elbow torque, 
arm slot, and shoulder rotation 
exceeded the high effort range. If 
none of these metrics exceeded the 
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high effort range, the safe distance 
equals the max distance

The high effort range is the average 
+/- one standard deviation of torque, 
arm slot, and shoulder rotation of the 
throws  that are longer than the 
median distance of the longtoss 
session. 

If the median distance is 45 feet, the 
high effort range is the average +/- 
one standard deviation of all the 
throws over 45 feet

Max Distance

Max distance is the maximum 
distance of the throws that were used 
to construct the longtoss session

Video Mode
Purpose: Record, annotate, and playback videos of throws with overlaid PULSE metrics

Import

Import a video from the camera roll 
on your iPhone or iPad

Favorites

Click the heart in the bottom left of 
the screen to see only videos that 
you label as a favorite

To add a video to favorites, hold 
down one of the videos until they 
start shaking. Once they are shaking, 
click on the heart in the top right 
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corner of the videos you want to add 
to your favorites

This is also how you delete videos—
once the videos are shaking, click the 
minus button on the top left of the 
video that you wish to delete

Record

Click the red button in middle-bottom 
of the screen to record a new video

After you first click the red button, 
click it again to start the recording, 
and then again to end the recording 
after it has been started

Sometimes the video is frozen the 
first time you click the red button to 
record a new video—if that happens, 
exit out of the video recorder by 
clicking the x in the top left of the 
screen and then re-click the red 
record button at the bottom. It should 
work the second time if it didn't on the 
first

Note: you will need to allow camera 
access to the app to use this feature 

Side-by-side Comparison

Click the venn-diagram on the bottom 
right of the screen to compare two 
videos side by side

1. Click the venn diagram

2. Choose two videos to compare

3. One-by-one, scrub to ball release 
and click the check mark on the 
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top right of the screen

4. Once ball release is tagged for 
both videos, you can watch the 
two videos synchronized to ball 
release for comparison

Account
Purpose: Adjust account information and settings for both coach and athlete accounts

Coach account types and Athlete account types have different account views since the 
Coach accounts also include all of the athlete profiles that are assigned to their team

💡 TIP: All athletes should interact with the PULSE app through their athlete 
account, not through the coach account. Only coaches who manage multiple 
athlete accounts should be logged in to the team's coach account

Coach Account

Settings
Purpose: Change settings for your team from your coach account

Access the coach account information by clicking on the menu button (three horizontal 
lines) on the top left of the screen.

Manage Sensors

View and edit the primary sensors for 
all athletes on your team

For each athlete on your team, if they 
have a primary sensor saved on the 
coach account, it will show up and 
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you can remove the primary sensor 
or change it to a different sensor. If 
they do not have a primary sensor, 
you can add one

Manage Subteams

Create and edit subteams

With coach accounts, you can create 
subteams that represent different 
groups of players, different levels of a 
high school, different levels of a 
minor league organization, etc. 

To create a new subteam, click the 
button on the top right of the screen

To move a player to a subteam or 
change their subteam, hold down the 
three horizontal lines to the right of 
their name and drag their name to 
the desired subteam

Change Email

View or change the current email 
associated with your coach account 
and used to log in. 

Change Password

Edit the password used to log into 
your coach account. 

You will need to confirm your current 
password and then create and 
confirm a new one

Change Team Name

View or change the team name of 
your coach account
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Change Account Type

Change the type of your PULSE 
account. 

If it is currently a coach account, you 
can change it to an athlete account. If 
it's currently an athlete account, you 
can change it to a team account

Note: if your account is currently a 
coach account and you have a team 
full of athlete profiles, changing your 
account type to an athlete account 
will remove your ability to view the 
data from all the athlete accounts on 
the team in the iOS app and in DASH

Tutorials

A link to a YouTube playlist with a 
collection of tutorial videos for 
PULSE 

Some of these videos are outdated, 
but many of them can still be helpful 
in navigating the app. 

We are currently working on listing 
up-to-date tutorial videos

FAQ

A link to the PULSE FAQ page on 
help.drivelinebaseball.com

This help page has information from 
how to use the app, to how to link 
your PULSE account to TRAQ, to the 
validation publications that were 
posted about the PULSE sensors 
fidelity
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Privacy Policy

A link to the PULSE privacy policy 
that outlines the legal agreement 
associated with downloading and 
using the PULSE apps

Terms of Use

A link to the product information 
guide on help.drivelinebaseball.com 
that has information about the end 
user license agreement

Contact

Driveline Baseball's email and phone 
number in the event that you need to 
reach the PULSE support team

Clear App Cache

Clear all cached data for your 
account on your mobile device. 

This function is useful if there is a 
bug that is causing the app to save 
data locally. Clearing the cached data 
in your account will clear the data 
saved locally to your account and can 
solve rare, nuanced problems

If you are having trouble with data not 
looking correct or think you need to 
commonly clear your app cache, 
reach out to 
support@drivelinebaseball.com

Reset Data

This will reset all of the throw data 
that is saved in the database

http://help.drivelinebaseball.com/
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This cannot be undone, so if you are 
curious if this will be a good option to 
solve particular issues you are facing, 
reach out to 
support@drivelinebaseball.com

Disable Account

Disable your account

If you disable your account you will 
no longer be able to log in. 

This will not disable all of the athlete 
profiles that are assigned to your 
team if your account is a coach 
account

VIP Firmware Update

This is only enabled for select 
customers

Change the firmware version on your 
sensors to support varying 
functionality

Sign Out

Sign out of your account

Version Number (v8.8.0)

This is the current version of the 
PULSE app that is installed on your 
mobile device. 

Be sure to semi-frequently check in 
to make sure you have the most up-
to-date version of the app
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Player Account

Purpose: Change settings for an athlete profile

Access the player account information by clicking on the profile picture on the top left of 
the screen

Coach Connect

View or edit the team your athlete 
profile is associated with

With coach connect you can:

Request to be a part of a known 
team account by the email that is 
associated with that team

Accept or deny invitations to join 
a PULSE team account that is 
sent to you from a coach account

Remove yourself from the 
team(s) that you are currently a 
part of

Training Schedule

Set your training schedule

You can set your status to pre-
season, in-season, or off-season. 
You can also set what days you are 
planning to throw

This training schedule is used to 
create your projected workload 
measures in the iOS app and PULSE 
Dash

Account Settings
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Access your account settings

Coach Connect
Purpose: Manage the teams that your athlete profile is assigned to

Accept/Reject  Invitation

If a coach has invited you to join their 
team, their invitation will show up 
here with the team name, the email 
associated with the team, and the 
ability (on the left of the invitation) to 
accept or reject the invitation

Accept the invitation if you know the 
coach who is inviting you and if you 
want to be added to their team of 
athlete profiles

Reject the invitation if you do not 
know the coach, team, or email that 
is inviting you or if you do not want to 
be a part of the team

Join Team

If you want to join a known, existing 
team, click 'Join Team,' enter the 
email of the coach account 
associated with the team, and click 
'Send Invite'

If you join a team using this method, 
the coach will have to accept the 
request in their coach account by 
navigating to your name on the roster 
and accepting the request to join their 
team
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Training Schedule
Purpose: Set your training days, game days, and/or off-days of throwing

Active Days

Active days are days that you are 
throwing but you do not want to throw 
to complete exhaustion

Game Days

Game days are days that you have a 
potential in-game appearance.

These days are not limited to a 
maximum 1-day workload in the app.

Game days are only enabled when 
your account is set to in-season 
mode

Pre-Season

Pre-season mode is for when you are 
preparing for a regular season and 
you want to input the date of opening 
day.

You can only set active days in pre-
season mode, so all days will have a 
limit of a max recommended 1-day 
workload of 30

In-Season

In-season mode is when you are in 
the middle of a full season. 

Active days are days you plan on 
throwing but you are limiting volume 
and/or intensity. Examples: bullpen 
days, recovery days, etc. 
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Game days are the days that you 
plan on throwing in the game. These 
days are not limited on max 
recommended 1-day workload, so if 
you have a game day scheduled, the 
app will project a 1-day workload that 
will achieve an acute to chronic 
workload ratio of 1.3. 

Off-Season

This is for when you are not in a full 
season and you are not preparing for 
one. You can only set active days, 
not game days. 

For all days that you are 'active,' the 
projected workload algorithm will 
project  a 1-day workload that will 
bring you to a 1.2 acute to chronic 
workload ratio with a maximum of a 
30 1-day workload. 

Account Settings
Purpose: Adjust settings for your profile including email, login credentials, sensor 
management, and more. 

Manage Sensors

View and edit your primary sensor(s)

If you have a primary sensor saved, it 
will show up and you can remove the 
primary sensor or change it to a 
different sensor. If you do not have a 
primary sensor, you can add one

Training Tab Mode
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Training tab mode will take you to 
your TRAQ program if you have 
linked your TRAQ account

A better place to view this data would 
be by going to the day plan tab in the 
iOS app

Edit Profile

Edit the profile information for your 
PULSE account

This includes height, weight, email, 
gender, age, etc. 

The most important metrics here are 
height and weight—they are 
incorporated into the torque 
measurement, so if they are 
inaccurate, your torque estimate is 
going to be less accurate than 
possible

Change Password

Edit the password used to log into 
your athlete account. 

You will need to confirm your current 
password and then create and 
confirm a new one

Change Account Type

Change the type of your PULSE 
account. 

If it's currently an athlete account, 
you can change it to a team account. 
If it is currently a coach account, you 
can change it to an athlete account. 
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Note: if your account is currently a 
coach account and you have a team 
full of athlete profiles, changing your 
account type to an athlete account 
will remove your ability to view the 
data from all the athlete accounts on 
the team in the iOS app and in DASH

Tutorials

A link to a YouTube playlist with a 
collection of tutorial videos for 
PULSE 

Some of these videos are outdated, 
but many of them can still be helpful 
in navigating the app. 

We are currently working on listing 
up-to-date tutorial videos

FAQ

A link to the PULSE FAQ page on 
help.drivelinebaseball.com

This help page has information from 
how to use the app, to how to link 
your PULSE account to TRAQ, to the 
validation publications that were 
posted about the PULSE sensors 
fidelity

Privacy Policy

A link to the PULSE privacy policy 
that outlines the legal agreement 
associated with downloading and 
using the PULSE apps

Terms of Use
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A link to the product information 
guide on help.drivelinebaseball.com 
that has information about the end 
user license agreement

Contact

Driveline Baseball's email and phone 
number in the event that you need to 
reach the PULSE support team

Clear App Cache

Clear all cached data for your 
account on your mobile device. 

This function is useful if there is a 
bug that is causing the app to save 
data locally. Clearing the cached data 
in your account will clear the data 
saved locally to your account and can 
solve rare, nuanced problems

If you are having trouble with data not 
looking correct or think you need to 
commonly clear your app cache, 
reach out to 
support@drivelinebaseball.com

Reset Data

This will reset all of the throw data 
that is saved in the database

This cannot be undone, so if you are 
curious if this will be a good option to 
solve particular issues you are facing, 
reach out to 
support@drivelinebaseball.com

Disable Account

Disable your account

http://help.drivelinebaseball.com/
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If you disable your account you will 
no longer be able to log in. 

This will not disable all of the athlete 
profiles that are assigned to your 
team if your account is a coach 
account

Sign Out

Sign out of your account

Version Number (v8.8.0)

This is the current version of the 
PULSE app that is installed on your 
mobile device. 

Be sure to semi-frequently check in 
to make sure you have the most up-
to-date version of the app

Appendix
The following page contains some extra, large pictures that are referenced in the wiki 
above but were too large to be included inline

➕ PULSE Throw 8.8 Wiki Appendix

https://www.notion.so/PULSE-Throw-8-8-Wiki-Appendix-14f5ec45effb4b63a4659c07c5c5039b

